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MESH PANEL FENCE
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STYLISHLY APPEALING - Wide range of colour options

UNIQUE HEXACLIP FIXING SYSTEM - Secure fixing of panels to posts

RESILIENT - Resistant to general vandalism

R

TRITON SYSTEM
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Made in compliance with Heras’ Quality standards

The Triton fencing system is ideal where security is required
but without an oppressive and intimidating appearance. It is
designed to be resilient and yet remain unobtrusive and
elegant. This system is capable of blending into it’s
environment or enhancing the surroundings as a design
feature.
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GATE INFILL
Flat mesh is welded into our standard Heras gate frame for
added security.

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE TRITON
SYSTEM:-

CHOICE OF FINISHES
The Triton system is available in a galvanised finish, in addition
they can be colour coated in a wide choice of colours.

POST AND PANEL FIXING

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Our aim of
continual product

improvement
requires us to

reserve the right to
change the

specification details
contained herein

without prior notice.

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

SPECIFICATION
Triton panels are manufactured from nominal 5.0mm dia. thick
steel wire profiled horizontal sections that significantly increase
the rigidity of the panel. The mesh itself is 50mm x 200mm, fully
welded at every intersection.

The panels have a barbed edge and a flush edge. The client
has the option of installing the barbed edge at the top of the
fence, as a deterrent to climbing, or at the bottom, for example
where the fencing is one of the lower heights in a playground
situation. Please be aware, however, that if you require the barb
down option then an inverted clip will need to be ordered.
The width of the Triton panels suits post centres of approx.
2500mm and the following heights are available as standard:-

The Hexaclip RHS posts are manufactured from 60mm x 40mm
steel section and have a unique and patented fixing method
specially designed by Heras to give maximum possible
resistance to vandalism and attempts to force entry. The welded
mesh panels are located on the face of the post with two piece
clips fixed with ‘anti-tamper’ bolts. These clips firmly clamp the
end vertical wires, providing an extremely secure fixing.

Type

Triton 100 1.03mtr 2 5

Triton 120 1.23mtr 2 6

Triton 180 1.73mtr 3 7

Triton 200 1.93mtr 3 8

Triton 240 2.33mtr 3 8

Panel Height No. of Profile
Sections

No of clips
per post

Fully Exploded View

As Supplied to Site

Triton Panel
Attachment
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VARIABLE WIRE SPACINGS - Both horizontally and vertically
for a distinctive appearance

DIFFICULT TO CLIMB - No foot holds

3000mm WIDE PANELS - Reduces number of posts required,
versus conventional mesh systems

ATHENA SYSTEM
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Athena panels are ideal where security is required but
without an oppressive and intimidating appearance. It is
designed to be strong and resilient and yet remain
unobtrusive and elegant.

The Hexaclip RHS posts are manufactured from 60mm x 40mm
steel section and have a unique and patented fixing method
specially designed by Heras to give maximum possible
resistance to vandalism and attempts to force entry. The welded
mesh panels are located on the face of the post with two piece
clips fixed with ‘anti-tamper’ bolts. These clips firmly clamp the
end vertical wires, providing an extremely secure fixing.

POST AND PANEL FIXING

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE ATHENA SYSTEM

Our aim of
continual product

improvement
requires us to

reserve the right to
change the

specification details
contained herein

without prior notice.

GATE INFILL
Flat mesh is welded into our standard Heras gate frame for
added security.

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on
request, please contact our sales office for more information.FINISH

This system is supplied in a polyester powder coated finish
as standard.

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

Type

Athena 180 1.805mtr 3 7

Athena 200 2.005mtr 3 8

Athena 240 2.405mtr 3 8

Panel Height No. of Profile
Sections

No of clips
per post

SPECIFICATION
The panels are manufactured from steel wire, profiled
horizontally to significantly increase the rigidity of the panel.
The mesh itself is at variable spacings both horizontally and
vertically and fully welded at every intersection. The width of
these panels suit post centres of approx. 3000mm and the
panel has a flush edge.



…where EXCELLENCE is TRADITION

PROFILED WELDED
MESH PANEL FENCE

(90.3) JH2

AUGUST 2010

3000MM WIDE PANELS - Reduces the number of posts required, 
versus conventional mesh systems

UNIQUE HEXACLIP FIXING SYSTEM - Secure fixing of panels to posts

RESILIENT - Resistant to general vandalism 

R

JUPITER SYSTEM
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Jupiter panels are wider than traditional panel systems. By
having a 3000mm wide panel it reduces the number of posts
required therefore making it a cost effective system. The panel
also has three horizontal pressed beam profiles which give it
added strength and rigidity. This system is ideal where security
is required but without an obtrusive and intimidating
appearance.

SPECIFICATION
Jupiter panels are manufactured from steel wire, profiled
horizontally to significantly increase the rigidity of the panel.
The mesh pattern itself is 50mm x 200mm, fully welded at
every intersection. The panels have a barbed edge and a flush
edge giving the client the option of installing the barbed edge
at the top or bottom. Please be aware, however, that if you
require the barb down option then an inverted clip will need
to be ordered. 
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GATE INFILL
Flat mesh is welded into our standard Heras gate frame for
added security.

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE JUPITER
SYSTEM:-

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Our aim of
continual product

improvement
requires us to

reserve the right to
change the

specification details
contained herein

without prior notice.

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

The Hexaclip RHS posts are manufactured from 60mm x 40mm
steel section and have a unique and patented fixing method
specially designed by Heras to give maximum possible
resistance to vandalism and attempts to force entry. The welded
mesh panels are located on the face of the post with two piece
clips fixed with ‘anti-tamper’ bolts. These clips firmly clamp the
end vertical wires, providing an extremely secure fixing.

POST AND PANEL FIXING

FENCE HEIGHT
1.8m 2.0m 2.4m

Dim A 1810mm 2010mm 2410mm
Dim B 2550mm 2750mm 3150mm
Panel Height 1780mm 1980mm 2380mm
Panel Width 3000mm 3000m 3000mm
Post Spec 60mm x 40mm
No of Clips 7 8 8
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WELDED MESH
PANEL FENCE

(90.3) JH2

SEPTEMBER 2010

PALLAS SYSTEM

STYLISHLY APPEALING - Wide range of colour options

UNIQUE HEXACLIP FIXING SYSTEM - Secure fixing of panels to posts

STRONG AND RESILIENT - Resistant to general vandalism

R
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The Pallas fencing system is ideal where security is required but
without an oppressive and intimidating appearance. It is
designed to be strong yet resilient and yet remain unobtrusive
and elegant. This system is capable of blending into its
environment or enhancing the surroundings as a design feature.

CHOICE OF FINISHES
The Pallas system is available in a galvanised finish, in addition
they can be colour coated in a wide choice of colours.

POST AND PANEL FIXING

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE PALLAS
SYSTEM:-

Our aim of
continual product

improvement
requires us to

reserve the right to
change the

specification details
contained herein

without prior notice.

GATE INFILL
Pallas mesh is welded into our standard Heras gate frame for
added security.

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

SPECIFICATION
Pallas panels are manufactured using 6.0mm dia. vertical wires
and twin 8.0mm dia. horizontal wires which result in a very
strong mesh and a very stable fence.
The mesh is 50mm x 200mm, fully welded at every intersection.
Pallas gives the option of installing the barbed edge at the top
of the fence or at the bottom. A lighter gauge Pallas panel
(Pallas Lite) is also available incorporating 5.0mm dia. vertical
wires and twin 6.0mm dia. horizontal wires. The width of the
Pallas panels suits post centres of approx. 2500mm and the
following heights are available as standard:- 

The Hexaclip RHS posts are manufactured from 60mm x 40mm
steel section and have a unique and patented fixing method
specially designed by Heras to give maximum possible
resistance to vandalism and attempts to force entry. The welded
mesh panels are located on the face of the post with two piece
clips fixed with ‘anti-tamper’ bolts. These clips firmly clamp the
end vertical wires, providing an extremely secure fixing.

Pallas 100 1030mm 5

Pallas 120 1230mm 6

Pallas 180 1830mm 7

Pallas 200 2030mm 8

Pallas 240 2430mm 8

Panel Height No of clips
per postType

Fully Exploded View

As Supplied to Site

Pallas Panel Attachment



…where EXCELLENCE is TRADITION

WELDED MESH PANEL
SECURITY FENCE

(90.3) JH2

OCTOBER 2010

SECURED BY DESIGN FENCE - Police listed and approved
security fencing

STYLISHLY UNOBTRUSIVE - Wide choice of colour options

VANDAL-RESISTANT - Additional security features over standard
Pallas fencing

R

PALLAS XTRA SYSTEM
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Pallas Xtra is ideal where a high standard of security is
required, while at the same time remaining stylish and
unobtrusive. This system is capable of being fully secure whilst
enhancing its surroundings as a design feature.

The Hexafix RHS posts are manufactured from 60mm x 40mm
steel section. The welded mesh panels are attached to the face
of the post by a flatbar and tamper resistant bolts. For
additional security three U clip sets are attached at set
spacings, providing an extremely secure fence. This fixing
method has been specially designed by Heras to give
maximum possible resistance to vandalism and attempts to
force entry.

CHOICE OF FINISHES
Pallas Xtra is available in a galvanised finish and can also be
polyester powder coated in a wide variety of colours,
significantly increasing life expectancy.

POST AND PANEL FIXING

STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND OPENINGS
TO SUIT THE PALLAS XTRA SYSTEM

Our aim of
continual product

improvement
requires us to

reserve the right to
change the

specification details
contained herein

without prior notice.

GATE INFILL
Pallas Xtra gates are clad with Pallas infill. The mesh is welded
into the RHS gate frame for added security.

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

‘Secured By Design’ is the UK Police Flagship
Initiative supporting the principles of
‘designing out crime’ by use of effective
crime prevention. Fencing Systems marked
with the SBD logo have been independently
tested and approved to SBD standards.

Type

Pallas Xtra 180 1.83mtr 6

Pallas Xtra 200 2.03mtr 6

Pallas Xtra 240 2.43mtr 7

Panel Height No of fixings
per post

SPECIFICATION
The panels are manufactured using nominal 6.0mm dia.
verticals wires and twin 8.0mm dia. horizontal wires which
result in a strong mesh and a very stable fence. The mesh is
50mm x 200mm, fully welded at every intersection. Pallas
gives the option of installing the barbed edge at the top of the
fence or at the bottom.



(90.3) JH2
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…where EXCELLENCE is TRADITION

HIGH SECURITY 
WELDED MESH 
FENCING SYSTEM

ZENITH SYSTEM

IDEAL FOR GENERAL AND HIGH SECURITY - Tight mesh pattern
maximises intruder delay time

ANTI-CLIMB - No finger or toe holds

AVAILABLE FROM 1.8MTR TO 5.2MTR HIGH

SECURITY TOPPINGS AS OPTIONAL EXTRAS - Barbed
wire or razor wire

R



SECURITY
The Heras Zenith security welded mesh system is designed to 
achieve the highest level of security, providing peace of mind 
to the end user. Whether the requirement is for general or high 
security this system fits the bill.

The Zenith mesh panels provide a high degree of security, whilst 
giving a discreet visual impact on the environment. The mesh 
apertures provide see through visibility but ensure that the fence 
is difficult to climb as it doesn’t provide finger or toe holds and is 
also extremely difficult to cut. 

GENERAL SECURITY
Available from 1.8mtr to 2.4mtr high, with typical applications 
including factories, commercial properties, schools, railways 
and hospitals.

It is possible to achieve high levels of security 
using this system without giving an intimidating appearance. 

HIGH SECURITY 
Available from 3.0mtr high to 5.2mtr high, typical applications 
including airports, railways, ports, utilities and sensitive sites such 
as research centres, and oil and gas terminals.

These systems can be enhanced in terms of security, by adding a 
razor tape topping, either single strands, or concertina, or both. 

3.0mtr

4.2mtr

5.2mtr

RHS
80mm x 40mm

SHS
80mm x 80mm

SHS
100mm x 100mm

40mm x 5mm flatbars 
holed at 295mm c/c

40mm x 5mm flatbars 
holed at 295mm c/c

40mm x 8mm flatbars 
holed at 300mm c/c 

HZHS30

HZHS42

HZHS52

Fence
Height

Post
Specification Post fixings

System
Ref. No.

1.8mtr

2.0mtr

2.4mtr

SHS 
60mm x 60mm

SHS 
60mm x 60mm

SHS 
60mm x 60mm

40mm x 5mm flatbars
holed at 295mm c/c

40mm x 5mm flatbars
holed at 280mm c/c

40mm x 5mm flatbars
holed at 295mm c/c

HZGS18

HZGS20

HZGS24

Fence
Height

Post
Specification Post fixings

System
Ref. No.

SPECIFICATION
Mesh panels are manufactured from 4mm dia. wire, resistance 
welded to form a mesh profile of 76.2mm (3.0inches) x 
12.7mm (1/2inch). Generally panel widths are 2515mm to 
suit 2440mm post centres. The panels are overlapped on 
each post, and secured using clamp bars.

R



POST DETAILS
The posts used are hollow section steel and the mesh is 
attached to the face of the post by a flat bar with M8 bolts, 
standard nut and washer (bolt ends should be burred over).

If corner posts are required, there are two options, internal 
and external, please see detailed drawing below.

SECURITY OPTIONS
Vertical, cranked, T and Y extensions are available for all 
heights, which are ideal if that extra deterrent is required. 
B.T.C ENTANGLEMENT - Concertina coils are available either 
galvanised or stainless steel finish with coil sizes of 710mm 
or 965mm diameter. Examples of how they can be used are 
shown below.

FINISH
Galvanised and polyester coated as standard. Other finishes 
may be available upon request. 

MATCHING GATES
STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE ZENITH
SYSTEM.

Alternative heights and CHS posts can be offered on request.

GATE HEIGHTS AVAILABLE
Gates to match the Zenith system at 1.8mtr to 2.4mtr high are 
supplied as per our swing gate range (please see our swing 
gate brochure for further details). Single leaf gates to suit 
3.0mtr high fence are supplied at 2.0mtr high with a lintel. 
Double Leaf gates to suit 3.0mtr high fence are supplied at 
3.0mtr high, whereas the gates for 4.2mtr high and 5.2mtr 
high fences take a 3.0mtr high gate with a lintel. (Full height 
gates can be quoted on request).

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of 
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on 
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

Corner Fixing

2no. rows of 
barbed tape,
wire tied to

extension arms

2no. rows of 
barbed wire,
stirruped to

tee bar

50mm dia. rubber bush
and mounting bracket

700mm long
RSA tee bar

Barbed tape concertina, 
fastening to 2no, rows
of barbed wire and top
edge of panels with
wire ties or hog rings
at 300mm crs.

Barbed tape concertina,
fastening to 2no. rows
of barbed tape with
wire ties or hog rings
at 300mm crs.
(Max Extended Length - 10mtr)
50mm x 50mm x 6mm RSA
extension arms, fixed to top
of posts using 2no.
M8 x 30 hex bolts

Face

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm

R
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5.2mtr 5.2mtr x 2515mm 40mm x 8mm flatbars holed at 152mm c/c
c/w M10 bolts and nuts

Hot rolled CHS 139.7mm x 6.3mm x 
6.125mtr with welded cap

HZMS52

Fence
Height Mesh Panel Post  Specification Post fixings

System
Ref. No.

MAXIMUM SECURITY, SPECIFICATION
This is essentially the specification used for prisons and other high security institutions.
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Our aim of
continual product 

improvement
requires us to reserve 

the right to change 
the specification 

details contained 
herein without prior 

notice.

‘Secured By Design’ is the UK Police 
Flagship Initiative supporting the principles 
of  ‘designing out crime’ by use of effective 
crime prevention. Fencing Systems marked 
with the SBD logo have been independently 
tested and approved to SBD standards.

Shot blasted and galvanised
intermediate CHS post x 
6.125mtr long, fitted with 
300mm x 200mm baseplate

2515mm wide panels 
overlapped at the posts. 
Horiz wires at 12.7mm 
CRS to attack face

M10 galv. cup sq.
bolts with hex. nuts 
& flat washers

40mm x 8mm R.S.F. 
slotted clamp bar

TYPICAL FIXING DETAIL (MAXIMUM SECURITY)

PLAN OF 90 DEG. EXTERNAL CORNER

2515mm wide x 5.2mtr high panels

139.7mm dia. x 6.3mm wall
circular hollow section

intermediate post

40mm x 8mm 
slotted clamp bar

M10 dia. galv.
cup-sq-rd. bolts



…where EXCELLENCE is TRADITION

PROFILED WELDED MESH 
PANEL SECURITY FENCE

(90.3) JH2

OCTOBER 2010

HORIZEN SYSTEM

STYLISHLY STRONG - Tight mesh pattern is difficult to break through

ANTI-CLIMB PANEL - No finger or toe holds

ADDED SECURITY - Extensions for security toppings available 

R
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SECURITY
The Heras Horizen system is designed to be secure yet stylish, 
with a strong, anti-climb panel that is pleasing to the eye. 
Panel strength is enhanced by the three pressed horizontal 
beams within it. This unique panel also provides see-through 
visibility but is difficult to climb as there are no finger or toe 
holds. The security aspect can also be enhanced by the use of 
extensions for barbed wire. 

FINISH
Galvanised and polyester coated as standard.
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GATE INFILL
Single and double leaf gates are available, using the Heras 
swing gate frame with a flat panel infill. Further information 
is available within our swing gate brochure. 

As well as swing gates Heras also supplies a range of 
cantilever and tracked sliding gates.

Full specification details and drawings are available on 
request, please contact our sales office for more information.

SPECIFICATION
The mesh panels are manufactured from nominal 4mm dia. 
wire, resistance welded to form a mesh profile of 12.7mm 
(0.5inch) wide by 76.2mm (3.0inch) long with three profiled 
horizontals that greatly increase the strength of the panel. 
The width of the panel suits post centres of approximately 
2500mm. The panels are attached to 60mm x 60mm SHS 
posts with hexagonal inserts, 9 Heras top clips per post and 
tamper-proof m8 x 40mm pin tork bolts

MATCHING GATES
STANDARD SWING GATE SIZES AND
OPENINGS TO SUIT THE HORIZEN SYSTEM

Currently available in 2.4mtr high only.

Gate
Width

Leaf
Type

90 Deg Opening 180 Deg Opening

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Between
Posts

Overall
Posts

Our aim of
continual product 

improvement
requires us to reserve 

the right to change 
the specification 

details contained 
herein without prior 

notice.

1200mm S/L 1265mm 1425mm 1205mm 1365mm

3000mm D/L 3120mm 3280mm 3000mm 3160mm

4000mm D/L 4120mm 4320mm 4000mm 4200mm

5000mm D/L 5120mm 5420mm 5000mm 5300mm

6000mm D/L 6120mm 6420mm 6000mm 6300mm

7000mm D/L 7150mm 7510mm 7020mm 7380mm

8000mm D/L 8150mm 8510mm 8020mm 8380mm

9000mm D/L 9150mm 9550mm 9020mm 9420mm

10000mm D/L 10150mm 10550mm 10020mm 10420mm
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